VIENNA
SUCCESS IS IN THE AIR

» THE VIENNESE ARE NEVER SATISFIED: THE BEST GROUNDS FOR DEVELOPMENT. «
Ah yes, Viennese coffee house culture. That’s thinking, intellectual exchange and inspiration in a comfortable atmosphere. Our iconic coffee houses are a good place to meet the potential represented by the 200,000 students who make our city the largest university location in the German-speaking region. This benefits not only already successful companies. Its international high potentials also make Vienna into a hotbed for innovative start-ups. Over coffee and cake, enter into conversation with the talents that will secure Vienna’s future.
» The Viennese always know everything better. That’s why so many people come here to study. «

200,000 STUDYING TALENTS

The largest UNIVERSITY CITY in the German-speaking region

20 UNIVERSITIES & TECHNICAL COLLEGES

14 INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS
A ride on the Ferris wheel gives you an overview of our city as an economic hub. After all, you can reach the most important destinations in Europe from Vienna in a maximum of three hours of flight time. And in addition to its convenient geographical location, Austria’s capital also links East and West culturally. That is why more than 200 international companies successfully manage their businesses in Central and Eastern Europe from their Vienna headquarters. And when it comes to mobility, Vienna combines all the opportunities and industry diversity of a metropolis with short distances, thus bringing everyone closer together and facilitating close cooperation.

Take advantage of the centuries of experience in multicultural coexistence that make Vienna an important economic center for expansion into eastern growth markets and western megacities.
» The Viennese take everything with characteristic humor, because humor is what brings people together. «
The Naschmarkt marks our internationality.

Here diverse cultures from all corners of the earth intertwine. However, our city offers more than culinary specialties. For already more than 30 years, Vienna has housed one of four headquarters of the United Nations (UNO) and is home to numerous other international organizations and institutions such as OPEC, IAEA, and OSCE.

Entering into conversation with the world in Vienna not only sounds nice, it is also our reality.
» THE VIENNESE LIKE TO STAY AT HOME — AND RATHER HAVE THE WORLD AS A GUEST. «
Relax in Vienna.

What’s the point of being successful if you cannot enjoy it? And where better than in the city boasting the highest quality of life worldwide? Versatile recreational areas, smart building projects and an efficient infrastructure ensure that everyone in our city can sit back now and then to enjoy the famous Viennese congeniality. That goes wonderfully along the Danube. And while on the subject of water, ours comes directly from the Austrian mountains and has superior quality in worldwide comparison.
» THE VIENNESE TAKE THEIR ATMOSPHERE OF COMFORT RELIGIOUSLY. AFTER ALL, STRENGTH LIES IN CALMNESS. «
Let Vienna inspire you.

“Flieder” is the German word for Lilac and a colloquial term for money in Viennese. In our city, this is targeted in research and technological project investment and brings the creativity of the Danube-Metropolis to bloom. Through research, Life Sciences and ICT double-digit billions are generated in Vienna annually.

In total, almost 18% of companies based in Vienna are active in the creative industry and contribute significantly to the added value of the Viennese economy. The start-up scene also flourishes and enriches the city through innovation. In this sense: Auf Fliedersehen.
The Viennese love their „Gemischter Satz“. That makes them open to new ideas.
PLAN YOUR SUCCESS IN VIENNA.

Do you want to begin your venture in Vienna? Regardless of your plan, we will accompany you. Please contact us!

Learn more at viennabusinessagency.at